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AFTERPARTY AT FUSE



CASHLESS

GET  YOUR1
BRACELET
at the Ticket Entrance

PAY  FOR3
WHAT  YOU  WANT
at the festival XRDS

ASK  FOR4
A  REFUND
online after the festival

If you still have credit left

TOP UP 2
YOUR  BRACELET
 VIA THE QR CODE THAT’S ON YOUR CHIP
only for Belgians and Luxembourgers

 VIA YOUR CASHLESS ACCOUNT
No network? Go to one of the WiFi points on site

 VIA A CASHLESS POINT



MODUS VIVENDI 
& AWARENESS

XRDS has a zero tolerance for sexism, 
racism, fascism, harassment, violence, 
transphobia, homophobia or other 
hatefulness. We strive for an open 
minded attitude towards all genders, 
origins, religions and races. 
XRDS wants to offer a safe space 
to each and everyone that visits its 
grounds. Respect each other and aim 
to always live together in harmony. 

If you experience or witness any 
unwanted behavior, please address 
this to our awareness team members or 
head over to the Awareness booth on 
the festival terrain.

AT XRDS



  Payconiq values local 
ecosystems. Thanks to topping 
up with Payconiq we can provide 
this lovely local grown and 
short-chain-supply free fruits by  
“La Ruche Qui Dit Oui / Boeren 
en Buren” to you.

Boeren & Buren is a network that 
brings together local producers 
and consumers. Through the 
innovative website, consumers 
can buy directly from local 
farmers. As a «Neighbor,» you 
can order what and when you 

want. Once a week, you 
can then pick up your 
order at a fixed location 

called the «Buurderij.» 
This location can be a 

library, school, cultural 
center, or even a hospital.

THANKS TO PAYCONIQ 
BY BANCONTACT

Farmers set their own prices and 
are located an average of 19 km 
from the buurderij. By knowing 
in advance exactly how much 
they need to bring each week, 
they avoid having excess food 
after the harvest. Furthermore, 
everything is prepared the day 
before or on the same day of the 
Buurderij, ensuring the freshest 
products possible.

FREE 
FRUITS



Protect your ears! Free earplugs 
can be found at the Awareness 
booth and at every bar on site. 

Need to store your belongings? 
Lockers are situated right at the 
entrance.
 
XRDS works with a reusable cup 
and recycle system. 
Every cup or disposable item has 
a warranty. Be sure to recycle it at 
the bar, to get a refund. More info 
can be found at the different bars 
on site.
 
Medical emergency? Head over to 
First Aid at the entrance.

Lost something? 
Mail to info@xrds.be and 
we’ll try to find your belongings.

FAQ
1

2

3

4

5



THIS YEAR WE ARE INVOLVING A DEDICATED 
ECO MANAGER FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME.
  
As a first important step we will be assessing 

our ecological footprint and analyzing in detail 
how we operate our festival. We will be looking 

at what we’re doing well but more importantly, 
looking at what can be done better. With this 

knowledge we will work out a detailed short and 
long term roadmap towards better protecting the 
Vijverspark and towards drastically reducing our 
carbon footprint next year.  

We will be posting detailed reports and updates 
after the festival and as we work towards a 

greener XRDS24. 

INITIATIVES IMPLEMENTED 
THIS YEAR:

 Budget allocation: a dedicated budget for 
developing sustainable initiatives. 

 Involve an Eco-Manager: 
To ensure our sustainability efforts are 
coordinated and continuously improved, 
we involve a dedicated freelance Ecology 
Manager.

 Partnership with ‘A Greener Future’: 
This organization will support us in 
conducting an Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA). 

 Site Assessments: We will carefully manage 
and assess the condition of the site before,  
during, and after the festival. This will help 
us understand and mitigate the festival’s 
impact on the park and take the appropriate 
measures in the years to follow. We have 
adjusted this years ground plans already in 
order to protect the most vulnerable zones. 

 Reduce paper waste and consumables: 
We’re not printing drinking vouchers 
anymore nor do we print festival guides. 
Terrain signage is designed in a neutral way 
so that it can be reused multiple years. 

 Waste management: we’ve implemented 
a waste management system so that we 
can sort and process waste better.

ECOLOGY
The Vijverspark is a precious place. A rare green 
lung amid the hustle and bustle of Brussels’ big city 
life. In 2022, Brussels parks hosted no fewer than 
637 events, an indicator of the intense demand for 
outdoor festivities within the city. 

More than ever the question arises how we can make 
parks and outdoor festivities live together? 





OUR GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR:

 Offering an XRDS campsite.

 Further develop our ecological ambitions
and reduce our environmental impact

 Further develop our chill-out options and 
introduce more artistic and architectural 
interventions on the festival terrain. 

XRDS.BE

XRDS 
SAVE 
THE DATE
17TH AND 18TH OF AUGUST 2024



XRDS WOULDN’T BE 
POSSIBLE WITHOUT 
THE SUPPORT OF OUR 
LOYAL PARTNERS


